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“It’s a pleasure to please you.”

Robertson Now Producing KODAK Unique™
and Precise® PB Lenses Through
Its In-house Digital Lab
Robertson Optical Laboratories has just completed an
authorized technology transfer that enables its in-house
digital lab to process KODAK Unique™ and Precise®
PB Lenses. Being able to produce
these products in Robertson’s advanced
high-tech lab generates expedient
turnaround and superior quality for
ECPs.

Vision First Design is incorporated onto the back
surface of a single vision lens with pinpoint digital
accuracy.
KODAK Unique Lenses
now include i-Sync
Technology which
elevates the level of optical
performance to maximize
clarity in the peripheral
areas of the lens and reduce
distortion to the lens edge
resulting in improved image
quality in the principal
viewing areas.

“It is very exciting for us to produce
these products through Robertson
Optical which incorporate both
excellent technology and a wellrecognized consumer brand known for
trust, respect and loyalty,” said Kelly
Gornick, associate channel marketing
manager of Signet Armorlite.

Also using Vision First
Design Technology,
“Adding these lenses to Robertson
KODAK Precise PB
Robertson Optical’s Ray Bankston inspects
Optical’s state-of-the-art in-house
Progressive Lenses use
a KODAK Unique Lens™, one of the Kodak
digitally-produced lenses demonstrates
exceptional precision
lenses now being produced by Robertson
Optical’s in-house digital lab.
our ongoing innovation and capacity
of digital production to
to stay on the forefront of modern
translate into the ideal lenses
lens technology,” said Mike Fussell, Robertson’s sales
for patients’ eyes, offering a smooth transition between
and customer service manager of its Atlanta location.
near, mid and far distances.
“We want our customers and their patients to receive
the highest quality of lenses with fast turnaround and
KODAK Precise PB Progressive Lens viewing areas
delivery.”
work together to provide:
KODAK Unique™ Lenses are digitally-created full
backside progressives designed with Vision First Design™
Technology. This technology provides:



• A broad field of view in a clear distance area
• Smooth gradation of power across the surface of the
lens to ease patient adaptation
• Gentle binocular balance for quick, clear object
recognition
• Visual quality often compared to a single vision lens





Natural head and eye movement for up-close
activities
Smooth transition from far to near with clear midrange vision
Broad, clear distance vision

For more information about Robertson Optical’s inhouse digital technology and the KODAK products,
contact a Robertson lab. n

Office Freeform Joins
Cozē Family of Lenses
Cozē Office Freeform is the newest
product to join the family of Cozē
freeform lenses. This lens provides
clear, wide reading areas and
intermediate power for patients who
use computers and drafting tables, and
conduct other tasks that require the patients to routinely use
their intermediate and reading vision functions.
“Thanks to our digital design of Cozē Office Freeform,
patients will enjoy clear vision in the middle and near
reading zones,” said Mike
Fussell, sales and customer
Offering clear,
service manager of Robertson
wide reading
Optical Laboratories of
Atlanta. “Thus, they will
areas and
experience less eye strain
intermediate
when wearing these new
lenses.”
power for

patients who use

Today, individuals are
computers and
constantly challenged with
needing to switch back and
drafting tables,
forth from up close reading
and conduct
to intermediate viewing
of computers, machinery,
other similar
equipment and other items.
tasks
Cozē Office Freeform
provides a solution that offers
very crisp, clear and broad viewing zones.

(Continued on the back)

Robertson Offering
Seiko’s New Supernal
Free-form Lens
SEIKO Supernal

The first
free-form lens using 3D Virtual Reality System
Advanced Patented 100% Internal Free Form Design

‘Buy Me Some
Peanuts &
Crackerjacks’
GREENVILLE, SC – Robertson Optical
customers and executives enjoyed the
Robertson Optical – Hoya Vision Care
optical promotion at a Greenville Drives
baseball game earlier in the summer.

Hoya – Robertson Baseball Celebration
Above, from left: Robertson Optical customer
Marsha Roberts of Eye Care Centers of Anderson,
Powdersville and Williamston, SC; Chip Robertson,
VP of Robertson Optical of Greenville; and
Robertson Optical customers Dr. Marion Williams,
OD and Mary Ann Smith of Eye Care Centers of
Anderson, Powdersville and Williamston, SC.
At left, Marsha Roberts is interviewed
by TV celebrity and on-field emcee
Jeremiah Dew “JDew” at the game.

SEIKO Supernal is the first lens to apply the 3D
Virtual Reality System, an innovative simulation
evaluation technology that enables patients to see
widths, depths and other portions naturally.
Robertson Optical is now producing Seiko Supernal. This
free-form progressive lens uses an advanced 3D virtual
reality system, which, according to Seiko’s Senior VP of
sales and marketing Mike Rybacki, is an evaluation method
utilizing computer graphics technology that enables optical
engineers to understand how patients view objects in
numerous settings and improves PAL design performance by
simulating vision through the wearer’s eyes.
(Continued on the back)
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Fontaine Industrial Park
411 Commerce Drive NE
Columbia, SC 29223
800.922.5525
jean@robertsonoptical.com
Greenville
120 Howe Street
Greenville, SC 29601
800.223.0890
rol3@robertsonoptical.com
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Advertisement

Orders Increase for
ROYAL AR
Requests for Robertson’s ROYAL AR
coatings, which were introduced several
months ago, continue to increase.
The most popular, RB Tech AR/UVR/
HEV, offers ultimate protection from
backside UV reflections plus up to 95%
reduction in HEV or high energy visible
light. AR Manager Keith Hollingsworth
demonstrates the difference between a
a lens coated with ROYAL RB Tech (left)
and a conventional lens without (right).

Advertisement

SEIKO
• Dual-surface progressive design

Surmount &
Surmount Ws

• Improves reading area for
many prescriptions
• Vision First DS™ Technology for
ultra smooth power progression
• i-Sync™ Technology to maximize
clarity in the peripheral areas

KODAK Unique™ Lens is also available with option for
prescribed prism and in Transitions® Vantage™.
Advertisement

NO TWO PEOPLE SEE THE WORLD THE SAME WAY.
WE INVENT ACCORDINGLY.

The First, Best
& Future of
Free-Form

HOYAVISION.COM
© 2012 HOYA Corporation. All Rights Reserved.

“Someone’s eyes are our passion.
Whose? Your patients.”

Robertson Optical Volunteers
Services at Annual SC Health Fair
COLUMBIA, SC – For the fourth year, Robertson Optical Laboratories volunteered its
services by fitting and filling prescriptions for eye glasses for individuals in need of eye
care at SC Mission 2013, a large health fair held at the SC State Fairgrounds. Above
left: Robertson of Columbia’s vice president Scotty Scott takes the PD of a health fair
participant. Above right: From left, Scott assists South Carolina Optometric Physicians
Association’s Executive Director Jackie Rivers in completing a lens order for one of the
participants.

Now with Mini-Football Helmets!

Robertson Optical
Offering Collegiate
Cleaning Cloths

Robertson is selling 7 inch x 7 inch microfiber eyeglass
cleaning cloths from the collegiate collection. These
include 2 inch mini-football helmets, and both the cloths
and helmets feature the customer’s favorite collegiate
logo.
The washable and reusable cloths can be used for
cleaning electronics, sunglasses and eyeglasses; and
the helmets are great for holiday ornaments, stocking
stuffers and gifts.
For more information, contact a Robertson lab.

– Calvin Robertson
Robertson Optical Laboratories, Inc.

Cozē Office Freeform

Supernal Free-form Lens

Over the past few years, ECPs having
been increasingly ordering other Cozē
lenses, which include Cozē Soft, Cozē
HDW, Cozē SV, Cozē ADL and Cozē
Wrap. These personalized lenses will
exceed the performance of conventional
premium progressives and at a lower price,
according to Fussell.

Seiko Supernal offers seven automatic
semi-variable insets based on the
prescription that range from 1.75mm
to 3.25mm, in 0.25mm increments and
also utilizes patented internal progressive
and internal aspheric design to reduce
blurriness and distortions. The width
of clear vision around the fitting point
has been increased by 50% by utilizing
non-linear progressive power change.
This technology maintains a broad near
field of vision while expanding clarity
around the fitting point and distance
area. Advanced aspheric compensation
and multi-polar astigmatic correction
combine to improve visual comfort,
panoramic vision and image stability,
especially difficult for prescriptions with
very high astigmatic correction.

(continued from the front)

Cozē Soft is for first time wearers and
features a wide stable intermediate and
near, and is recommended for low-tomedium add powers. Cozē HDW is for
seasoned progressive wearers, features wide
distance for visually demanding users, and
recommended for adds 2.00 and above;
Cozē SV features an atoric digital back
curve that improves any patient’s vision by
creating clearer vision in every direction
that is not obtainable with standard single
vision lenses; Cozē ADL compensates the
Rx for the patient’s unique frame angle,
tilt, wrap and vertex; and Cozē Wrap is
designed for wrap frames, enabling precise
edge-to-edge optimal vision. n

(continued from the front)

They are available in a wide variety of
material and coating options, including
polarized, 1.74 index and Transitions®
lenses. For more information, contact a
Robertson lab. n

